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The Cocoa Expos beat out the Orlando Lions -· Sporls, page 12 
Central Florida Futu-re 
by OMAR DAJANI institute. Among those invited is munity." if approved by voters in each county. last month. 
Staff writer James Wortman, director of Atlan- As expected, supporters of The scope of the remaining initia- Additionally, the W altDisney 
tic Community College's Casino such referenda began bombarding tives lies somewhere between the Company is opposed to the casino 
After eight years of lotto-fe- Career Institute. Since 1976, the New voters with facts and figures on how two. push. In 1986, Disney donated 
ver in Florida, supporters of legal- Jersey school has awarded 37,000 gambling could enhance economic . People opposing movements $50,000 to No Casinos Inc. which 
ized gambling are trying to push certificates which, in turn, have en- growth. Studies performed by pro- · to legalize casinos in the state in- was instrumental in defeating the 
Floridians yet another step forward. abled its graduates to become Ii- ponents of the various referenda elude Bill Sims, chairman of the gambling initiatives that were put 
Since February, five groups censed by the state for a casino job. indicate casino pa- forth then. This time 
have each been working tirelessly "We're notjust talking about trons could fill 2 around, though, 
to put their own version oflegalized blackjack and poker dealers," said million hotel rooms Disney doesn't 
gambling on the ballot for aNovem- Sarantos. "It includes a whole host annually, and could seem as adamant be-
ber referendum. One of the groups, of career jobs including mainte- create 67 ,000 new cause of possible 
The Safe Bet For Florida Commit- nance, administration and hospital- jobs for Florida's plans to include 
tee, has recently begun collecting ity management." economy. And as shipboard gaming 
signatures on UCF Main Campus. Responding to the concern November ap- on Steamboat 
Although signing the petition does that taxpayer money will be used to proaches, the cam- Willie, a new 
not count as a "yes" vote for the support such a program, Sarantos paigns will kick into Disney cruise line 
referendum, it is one step closer to explained that a casino institute high-gear with an set to begin sail in 
putting the proposed amendment on would be financially independent onslaught of media 1998. 
the ballot. from the budget of the college. "It . advertising. "We're op-
Sensing a strong possibility will be modelled after the Atlantic The five ref- posed to the casino 
that one of the five proposals will be Community College's casino insti- erenda proposed dif- initiatives being 
approved by Florida voters, Valencia tute. They have been able to set it up fer significantly in proposed. The Cen-
Community College began probing in a way that made them self-suffi- scope and methods. tral Florida tourism 
into the feasibility of creating the dent," Sarantos said. The Safe Bet For industry has been 
state's first casino institute. Earning a degree or certifica- Florida Committee, graphic/. BAUER developed with the 
Paul Gianini, president of ti on for a casino job usually requires · for example, would family in mind," 
VCC, assigned Sandra Sarantos, a minimum of 160 "contact" hours. only authorize a maximum of 21 · Florida Commission on Tourism, said Jan Woods, Walt Disney 
Valencia's vice-president for eco- Unlike a credit hour, a contact hour riverboat casinos with no more than who believes Florida's image as a World's manager for meciia re la-
nomic development, to be in charge issimplyonehourofclasstime. The four boats in each county, and local . family destination would be tar.: tions. When asked why Disney isn't 
of the college's effort to study and cost will run about $5 to $6 per.hour. authorities could vote to prohibit nished. ''Withalltheproblemswe've as determined in its opposition to 
put together a casino institute. Al- "Casino jobs usually start at casfo.os in their jurisdictions. Other · had with tourist crime in the last 18 shipboard gaming, Woods added, 
ready Sarantos has invited inter- $18 per hour plus tips," said initiatives, like the Proposition for months, what sort of message is it "It's a different market." 
ested parties to a gathering July 20 Sarantos. "I think those kind of high- County Choice qaming, would al- going to send if we open casinos?" 
to begin the process of creating the paying jobs will benefit our com- low an unlimited number of casinos He told Central Florida Business See VALENCIA, page 3 
0-team shows freshmen around campus McClendon 
wins award by ROSIBEL MONSERRATE Staff writer 
More than 900 freshmen and 750 par-
ents have attended Orientation '94 in the past 
three weeks. During orientation, students learn 
about UCF, register for classes and have fun: Elisabeth Bla~kbu~, of the ~-Team, said. 
This year's 32 0-Teamers are giving ~eOrientatlon teamg1vesmostfresh-
the incoming freshmen campus tours, advise- · men t~~rr first look at UCF. ,, , 
ment and calming any anxieties they may We.se~e as g?~,ambassadors, 9-
have about coming to UCF. Teamer Ali ~vera said. We tell them ~he; 
"Wetell freshmenwhatUCFisallabout,, can do well m school and that college 1sn t 
' scary." 
Orientation sessions allow freshmen to 
preview college before school starts. 0-Team 
also helps ease the transition to college and 
provides academic information and hints. 
Campus involvement is strongly en-
couraged during Orientation. Freshmen at-
tend an information fair to learn about campus 
clubs, organizations and services. 
There were some changes .with this 
year's orientation. Transfer orientation is now 
handled by the Orientation Team and orienta-
tion is required for all incoming freshmen. 
Parent orientation now runs concurre11tly with 
freshmen orientation. 
"Attendance has been great," Jennifer 
Morgan, Orientation Director, said. 
"We' re pleased to have all the parents." 
Blackburn said parents felt good about 
UCF when they left. "The parents were ex-
cited about UCF," Blackbum added. 
ROSE/Future 
The UCF Orientation team takes a break from touring to strike a pose. 
Orientation will continue for the rest of 
the summer. In all, there are seven two-day 
freshmen sessions, four one-day transfer ses-
sions and two catch-all sessions. 
News 
Opinion 
Classified 
Jazzy dining at Pinky Lee's downtown - p. A2 Axis 
Sports 
by ALYCIA SEVERSON 
Staff writer 
The Florida Crime Commission has 
recently named UCF' s Sgt. Sandra 
McClendon as one of their ten finalists for the-
1994 Law Enforcement Officer of the year 
award. 
It is rare for a University officer to be 
recognized by this commission and it is the 
first time' for any Law Enforcemen~ Officer at 
UCF to receive this award. 
Richard Turkiewicz, Director ofUCF' s 
Public Safety and Police Department nomi-
nated McClendon for this award based on her 
"innovative, unselfish personal commiunent 
and dedication" to both the students and citi-
zens of Central Florida. 
McClendon has worked within UCF's 
Police Department for 10 years and currently 
heads the UCF Crime Prevention Unit. Al-
though some may think her programs are 
unconventional, McClendon has enjoyed tre-
mendous success with them and UCF has had 
the lowest crime rate of any state university 
for the past three years. 
See AWARD, page 2 
1-3 
4-5 
6 
7-10 
11-12 
DBeonMTV 
Auditions for MTV' s Lip Service 
will be held at the Altamonte Mall 
on July 14 from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Auditioners - groups of three 
people, 18 to25-mustpreparea3-
.minute lip-sync/choreographed rou-
tine, using an "upbeat" song played 
on MTV and bring a cassette tape of 
the song. Details: (212) 258-8601. 
D Volunteer opportunity 
Florida Hospital Altamonte is seek-
ing volunteers to work in various 
areas. Details: (407) 830-4321, ext. 
1202 between 8:30 a.m. and 12:30 
p.m., Monday~through Friday 
D Music course 
The UCFDepartrnentofMusic will 
offer a two-week course, "Digital 
Synthesis," which covers the inte-
gration of synthesizers and comput-
D Internet in Brevard 
IDS Word Services is offering a 
one-week trial membership to its 
Internet access service in Brevard 
- county. Details: 453-4545. 
DJobFair 
The African-American Male Sum-
mit Job Fair, sponsored by The Or-
lando Sentinel, the city of Orlando, 
WFIV-Channel 9 and WJHM-FM 
102 Jamz, will be held at the Or-
lando Expo Centre on Sept. 24. 
Details: Frank Carter, ( 407) 420-
5594. 
DA feminist issue 
The Renfrew Center is sponsoring a 
UCFoflicerdevelops new programs 
AWARD, from page 1 
seminar, "Body and Soul - Femi-
nist Perspectives in the Treatment 
of Sexual Abuse and Eating Disor-
ders," at the Twin Towers Hotel 
and Convention Center in Orlando 
on July 15 from 8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Details: (800) 332-8415 . 
D Make a new friend 
The Mental Health Association of 
Central Florida is in need of volun-
teers for the Community Friends 
Program. Volunteers are matched 
in a "one-to-one friendship" with a 
person with a mental illness. De-
tails: (407) 843-1563. 
D Poll help wanted 
Hundreds of poll workers are needed 
for primary elections on Sept. 8 and 
Oct. 4 and for the general election on 
Nov. 8. Interested persons must be 
registered to vote in Orange County. 
Details: Maria Mejia, 836-2070. 
Several programs shedevelopedfor UCF, 
including the Crime Prevention Unit, Campus 
Neighborhood Watch and Victim's Advocate, 
have been models for similar programs within the 
state University system. 
Subs & Salads 
Read Wore yoo (J)(Jfch ••. 
Check out Derek Krause's movie reviews- only in Axis 
THE PERFECT APARTMENT HOME IN THE IDEAL LOCATION 
LARGE SPACIOUS APARTMENTS-EXCELLENT AMENITIES-
MINUTES FROM UCF ON ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD. 
r -BruNo rniS coUP'ON' iN FOR-' 
: $300.00-0FF : 
I YOUR FIRST FULL MONTHS RENT I 
\. NOT v ALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER- EXPIRES 8/31/94 I 
, ___________ , 
CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION-365-8388 
r--------, a.-a 
t ~ . • I 
McClendon' s focus is on community in-
volvement and an individual awareness of what 
resourcesareavailablebothinthepreventionand 
aftermath of a crime. "Our job is to compliment 
academic pursuits safely and effectively," she 
said, "the award is nice because the public does 
not realize what goes on in the maintenance of a 
successful campus environment. It takes more 
than just the police department to do this, every-
one must put forth the effort." 
Subs & Salads 
$2.00 
OFF 12251 University Blvd. 
(Across from UCF • Next to UC6Cinema) 
PHONE AHEAD 
Buy One 6" Sub and Get One of 
Equator FREE 
Lesser Value 
With Medium FOR PICK-UP 
N 
A W+E ~ s 
F 
A 
X UCF 
Any Foot Long 
With Medium 
Drink Purchase · Drink Purchase 281 1007 expires 8/1/94 . • . UNIVERSITY expires 8/1/94 
Nol valid wilh My olhtf <lscounl dfer. Not valid w/delivery Nol valid with 81ly olher lisa>ool ~r. Nol valid w/deivwy 
\. Ofders.Vaf'tJwilhti'iscoupononly.Ontptftustom&rJ WE FRESH SLICE OUR SUBS TO ORDER! \,:rders.Va!Owilhlh'iscoupooonly.Onepeftusl<Jner. • 1 ,________ ________ ,
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: In The Central Florida Future Classified. : 
DA Lynx bus passenger broke ~e • Onlv $1 oer line for UCF students. Call 823-8054 now. • 
glass on the emergency door with • • • • • ., • 6" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
his bare hand on Bus 731 after he 
0 A laptop computer was stolen 
from an unlocked car in the Cre-
ative School parking lot on June 
29. 
0 A Burdines credit card was 
stolen from an organizer left in a 
study desk at the UCF Library, 
and over $300 in purchases were 
made with the card between June 
27 and 28. 
ville, was found holding an open 
container of Bud Light outside a 
room in Lake Claire Apartments on 
June 25. 
0 A VCR _was stolen from the 
Health and Physics Building on 
June 22. 
became claustrophobic from be-
ing left on the bus alone, he told 
police. He was taken to Florida 
Hospital. 
0 Scratch marks were gouged onto 
0 William S. Shepherd, 22, of the body of and granulated sugar 
4321 Greek Park Dr., was ar- waspouredintothegastankofa 
rested and charged with DUI Volkswagen Golf in Parking Lot 
BEEPER $6.99(permonth) 
Direct Page 
0 Ann C. Kelly, 18, of Jackson- on June 16. E2 on June 6. 
6584 University Blvd. 
Orlando, Fl 677-1500 
Some oppose 
casino classes Comfortable ... · Conv~nient ... 
•HEADLINERS• SUNROOFS• HEADLINERS• 
VALENCIA, from page 1 
Besides the official opposi-
tion to theconceptoflegalized gam-
bling, many, if not most, of metro 
Orlando's churches stand in oppo- . 
sition. 
''If we don't have a work 
ethic, the whole fabric of our nation 
crumbles. Gambling, in its purest 
sense, is totally against the work 
ethic," said Dr. David Janney, a 
pastorwith Orlando Baptist Church. 
''It's a gamble, it's arisk, it's hoping 
to get something for nothing." 
THAT'S 
ALAFAYA TRAIL 
AP ARTMEN;.-.:...-=rT~S~. 
2501 ALAFAYA TRAIL ORLANDO, FL. 32826 
COlvfE SEE OUR 
2 ·Bedrooµ1, 1 Bat~1 Apartments with: 
FREE water,sewer & Pest Control 
GE appliances 
Mini-blinds 
·C1:> rnt~t-i ," (:r 
..JL.\. ,!-" '"""\.J.J..r.CJ 
AMPLE parking 
Swimming pool 
Entertainment deck for .your 
private functions 
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Responding to a comment. 
made by Paul Gianini, president of 
VCC, thatValenciawasn'tmaking 
a moral judgment by considering a 
casinoinstitute,Janneysaid, "When 
we say were not making a moral 
judgment on this, we're only offer-
ing courses or classes in the event it 
comes about, we're still endorsing 
by the very nature of offering 
·coursework on this." 
2 lighted tennis courts 
. Basketball court 
, Lighted, sand-pit v_olleyball court. 
en "We bring our shop to you" ~ 
ffi We also do Sunroofs, Vinyl tops & Carpets. c: z z 
:::i We specialize in headliner replacement in JJ {open Monday Th~·u Fri?t~ly 9-Spm I · Sat. 10-4pm Sun. 12-4pm 
"---.. (407) 275-8950 
~ domestic and foreign cars. · g 
~ 407-899-94 77 ~ 
'--------------------~--~--~-------'' • Sl::l3Nll0'13H • S.:IOOl::INns. Sl::l3Nll0'13H• 
Hewlett Packard 
• Full line of 
HP scientific & 
business 
calculators. 
•HP lOB 
•HP 17BII 
•HP95LX 
Palm Top 
Computer 
•HP·lOOLX 
Palm Top 
Computer 
•HP 48GX Graphic 
Expandable 
The best calculator for 
your education and your 
career - 128KB of RAM 
built in,.plus expandability. 
•HP 48G Graphic 
32-KB RAM built in. 
All HP 48GX features 
included except plug-in option. 
Call Don O' Rourke NOW! at 
International Calculator &. Computer 
407·898·0081 -2916 Corrine Drive -b the nav base 
f University 
Apartments 
Across from UCF! 
*Under New Management* 
We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments 
from $360 (1 bedroom) to $425 (2 bedrooms). 
•Walking distance from UCF 
• Covered parking 
• Laundry faciliates 
•Pool 
• Central Heat 
and air 
Ask about our new remodeling special! 
12017 Sloan Drive 
Orlando, Fl 32826 
( 407) 273-4097 
Office hours M-F 9-5 m 
University 
Pasture > ;;;-
----~----;{ 
Sloan 
That doesn 1t n1ean you can't get insurance fron1 a 
good, solid, reliable company. We have coverage just for 
you, priced right! UQ '~e m' good hands ~all me for details. ll U1 1 • : 
Michael A. La Pella, LUTC . AllSfafe 
1340 Tuskawilla Road Ste 9 . 
On the corner of Red· Bug & Tuskawilla 
Winter Springs, Fl. 32708 
Bus.: 407-695-1600 
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The toblcco indusby 
a friend of openness? 
How fortunate we are to have the tobacco industry to save 
us from the neo-fascist, health-vigilantes of the Clinton administra-
tion. For without the Tobacco Institute, we might have mistakenly 
begun to believe the wretched lies of the Surgeon General and the 
Food and Drug Administration that secondhand smoke kills 
people and that nicotine is an addictive drug. 
There is probably no greater example of hypocrisy in recent 
history than the tobacco industries' recent onslaught of full-page 
ads in the nation's biggest newspapers pleading for an "open 
discussion" about the ill-effects of tobacco, considering the indus-
try has known that nicotine is an addictive substance for the last 30 
years, and chosen to keep the information to itself. 
Certainly there is merit to the tobacco industry's desire to 
stimulate an open "dialogue" and "discussion" about tobacco 
usage. How ironic it is, however, thatan industry that is responsible 
for 400,000 deaths a year is now. a champion of peace and 
understanding. 
It now also appears that these Johnny-come-lately champi-
ons of openness secretly developed a tobacco plant called Y-1 that 
produced twice the amount of nicotine as norffial tobacco plants. 
Despite the tobacco industry's testimony before Congress that 
nicotine is not a drug, nor is it addictive, its own internal memos 
seem to state otherwise. 
'We are, then, in the business of selling nicotine, an 
addictive drug," another 1963 memo said. 
When confronted with these revelations in front of a 
congressional subcommittee, Thomas Sandefur, chairofBrown& 
Williamson Tobacco, tried to play down these findings by saying 
that scientists were entitled to their "opinions" about nicotine, and 
he was entitled to his - which, of course, is that nicotine is not 
addictive. 
It should come as no surprise that the tobacco industry does 
not admit that nicotine is addictive, considering it will not even 
concede that cigarettes cause lung cancer. Despite the immense 
amount of evidence linking smoking, as well as secondhand 
smoke, with cancer and a host of other illnesses, tobacco lords 
maintain that their product is no more harmful than caffeine or 
hamburgers. Considering that this $47-billion-a-year empire is. 
continuing to grow, it seems unlikely it will ever voluntarily 
change its practices. ·· 
Even though the tobacco industry has spent millions on 
newspaper ads questioning the validity of studies linking cancer to 
secondhand smoke, it is usually those who try and deny the 
correlation whose data is flawed. A prime example comes from a 
segment aired on conservative commentator Rush Limbaugh's 
television show last month. The piece, called "Killer Vegetables,'' 
sought to prove that secondhand smoke was no more,, harmful than 
ordinary vegetables. To ''prove" this, Limbaugh pointed out that a 
serving of eggplant has µiore nicotine in it than one would inhale 
sitting in a smoke-filled room for three hours. This may very well 
be the case, but nicotine is not what causes cancer. Carbon 
monoxide and other toxins are the factors in secondhand smoke 
that cause cancer. Suffice it to say that one will inhale much more 
carbon monoxide by sitting in a smoke-filled room than from 
eating eggplant 
Obviously, Rush Limbaugh is not a scientist. But his 
attitudes and fact-skewing are quite indicative of the tobacco 
industry as a whole. And now they are the ones calling for 
"openness:'? 
So, then, if David Kessler, the head of the FDA, can prove 
nicotine is an addictive drug, should the FDA use its regulatory 
power and ban cigarettes? Of course not. Besides the fact thata total 
ban would be impossible to enforce, the government should not be 
a legislator of morality and ban something just because it is 
unhealthy. If it did, then potato chips, fried chicken and alcohol 
should be next And we all know how effective alcohol prohibition 
was. 
No, what theFDA needs to do is regulate not what goes into 
cigarettes, but where they are consumed. This country prides itself 
on the freedom of choice, even if the choices one makes have an 
adverse effect on oneself. At the same time, smokers often make 
that same choice for otfiers with their secondhand smoke. A ban on 
smoking in public places would best accomplish this goal, as it 
would still allow people to smoke until their lungs are completely 
black- in private. 
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Rally for freedoln tums into a rally for God 
!know it's been a couple of weeks. I know all the red, white and blue tents hawking fireworks on the side of the roads are al.I gone now and Independence 
Day has passed. 
What did it mean this time? Nothing, really, in the big 
picture. None of us are going to remember the Forth ofJuly 
because of the two people who were hurt in Pompano or that 
the Irish lost their big game at the Citrus Bowl. 
If you're lucky, Independence Day meant you had a 
great time at a rave the night/morning before. Maybe it meant 
spending a dreamy night picnicking at Lake Eola with 40,000 
people. I wasn't this lucky. 
I celebrated the holiday by going to a civil rights rally in 
Lakeland. It was put together by an organization in Maitland 
called Operation Freedom. 
Operation Freedom is basically a distributor of altema-
~ive media publications such as the famous Waco video by 
Linda Thompson, as well as an array of books on the New 
World Order. I was really looking forward to the rally, as 
people from talk radio, gun owners' organizations and authors 
were going to be speaking. 
The only thing that didn't sound good about the rally 
was it's name: The God's Country Rally. I figured that this 
name was mainly for support from the religious community 
and that I didn't have much to worry about. 
Before the speakers began, there was an information 
rally in the lobby. This was wonderful, as there was plenty of 
eye-catching material available. I really eat this type of thing 
up. People gathering to protect what is fundamental for their 
liberty is what I live for. 
They were there to inform one another of how our rights 
are being stolen, and how the country has moved from a 
republic of states to an all-powerful national democracy. It 
didn't have the feel of a stereotypical peace rally from the late 
'60s - the people at those rallies gathered out of anger, fear 
and necessity. · 
So what was so bad about this rally? After all, I said this 
is what I Ii ve for - what makes me tick-yet I also said I was 
unlucky. Well, amigos, to be terribly blunt, sometimes fore-
play is better than sex. 
My friend and I sat in the balcony awaiting the speakers 
to begin. A small boy was running around passing out programs 
forthepresentations. Threehoursofpeopletalkingabouttaking 
the country back, I thought. I was nearly salivating. 
Then there was God. I don't mean to say that the actual 
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omnipotent creator· and controller of all was there in the 
balcony with me, but look at it in more of a figurative sense. 
The next 45 minutes were spent in song and prayer. 
My. religious experiences have nothing to do with 
singing, praying or God. I'm just your average agnostic guy 
who wants power for the people. So, after a roll of the eyes, my 
friend and I went out to the· parking lot and read bumper 
stickers. 
After returning to the rally indoors, and upon hearing 
the third speaker, I suddenly realized that I was a part of these 
people's enemy. According to them, those who have not 
a~cepted the Lord into their heart need not battle for freedom, 
liberty and justice forall, because they'rejust going to burn in 
hell. 
The speaker pretty much said that. I almost left. I almost 
puk~d. Forcing religion into your government is not demo-
cratic, not republican - it is fascist. A government which 
dictates to its people how to act or what to believe is what I fear 
more than death. I would fight until my death to ensure that I 
have freedom not to believe in their God. 
What's ironic is I would fight until my death to ensure 
they have their freedom to believe in their God, too. They 
claim they follow the Constitution. They have all the right 
ideas of returning power to the states. It's so hard to agree 
politically with Christian leaders because they seem to think 
that their way is the only way and that's not what politics in 
- America is about, nor what it should ever be about. 
It makes them dangerous. It makes people like Rush 
Limbaugh dangerous. Yes, they have the right ideas. Yes, 
they're fighting to protect freedom. But their freedom is not 
my freedom. Because I'm not a Christian, I don't have a place 
in their freedom. 
Well, I'm proud to report tvat they have a part in mine. 
· The same goes for homosexuals, all minorities, foreigners, 
Native Americans and every other group who has ever been 
discriminated against. I just hope that when this country falls 
there are enough people who agree with me to restore it to what 
it should be. 
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, Exposing its strenglhs will help defeat abortion movement 
• 
, 
. ,. 
• 
" 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I have an opinion on a subject that strikes at the heart of the abortion establishment in this country. If you hate abortion like I do, then listen up. Before the 
legalized abortion movement can even be defeated, the source 
of its strength must be exposed. 
Artificial Birth Control is the main source of the abortion 
mentality. It has also led to the high rates of divorce and 
·:=:: ·::·:·.::·::···:·········:·~···:····· ·· · ····:·:·:·······:·· ·.·.·.·.;.·.·.· ... ·.·.;. . .;. • ·•· •.••· . •·••.· • ·•• ·.-.:;:;:·:·:·:;:;:·. ··:····· •• 
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promiscuity in this country and to acceptance of the perversion prevent implantation by making the uterine lining hostile to any 
of homosexuality. fertilized eggs, but they do so with. hormones. 
ABC is linked to abortion in two ways: The pill will flush these tiny babies out during regular 
First, the organization initially dedicated to promoting menstruation, but with Norplant, menstruation -can be very 
ABC is now the premier abortion provider in the world. The erratic. The fetus could be several weeks old when it is finally 
recognized leader of the ABC cause, Margaret Sanger, estab- loosened from the wall of the womb, classifying it as a 
lished the Planned Parenthood Federation of America. This miscarriage. 
organization initially only promoted ABC and discouraged ABC also leads to acceptance of the abomination of 
abortion as a method of preventing unwanted pregnancies. homosexuality. There are two identifiable purposes for sex: to 
Later Planned Parenthood recognized the necessity of express love and to reproduce. During sex, both the male and 
abortion as a backup form of ABC. It realized that people who · . female are united and can give and receive love and pleasure. 
werehavingsexforthewrongreasonswereverytemptedtoget It is the reproductive aspect tl:iat fundamentally separates the 
rid of the pregnancies that, of course, resulted. These people male and female, because both are needed to create children. 
would resort to formerly illegal means, so Planned Parenthood ABC nullifies the reproductive function of sex and blurs 
changed its official position on abortion under its past president the distinction between the genders. Therefore, sex with ABC 
Alan Guttmacher. It is now the dominant abortion lobby in the is similar to sex between homosexuals, and is identical in its 
United States and the United Nations through its global affili- purpose and outcome. Gay sex is even touted as being JOO 
ate, International Planned Parenthood. percent effective in preventing pregnancy. Now, sex between 
Second, certain widely accepted forms of ABC such as homosexuals and heterosexuals is very different mechanically, 
the pill, the internal uterine device and Norplant can directly but even gays can experience love and affection resembling 
cause abortions. heterosexuals using ABC. ,, 
The IUD functions by irritation and inflammation of the The reason normal sex is a superior form of love is its 
uterine wall to prevent pregnancy. It permits normal ovulation ability to create children. Since with ABC the purpose of sex is 
and thus fertilization of eggs, but does not allow pregnancy by not to create children, and since most people approve of ABC, 
preventing the implantation of any embryos. The growing it is no wonder that homosexuality is becoming socially accept-
embryo either gets mangled in the device or gets flushed out able. 
with menstruation. Divorce and promiscuity are also directly linked to ABC. 
The pill and Norplant, contrary to popular belief, can 
allow ovulation up to 50 percent of the time, depending on the 
level of estrogen dosage. Since ovulation can occur, fertiliza-
tion can also. If this happens, these forms of ABC have a backup 
function to prevent pregnancies. Like the IUD, they can also 
The advent of the pill in the 1960s was a major factor contrib-
uting to the sexual revolution. People could have casual sex 
with no.consequences or commitment. This lack of commit-
ment can be seen in the increased divorce rate which began with 
the sexual revolution, and is up to 50 percent of new marriages 
today. But the divorce rate of couples who use a natural family 
planning method is no greater than two percent. 
Why the discrepancy? It seems logical that if a husband 
and wife can cheat the reproductive function of each other's 
bodies, then they will lose respect for each other and may cheat 
on the marriage in other ways. If they do not give themselves 
totally when making love to each other, then how much of 
themselves did they give with their wedding vows? 
To Christians who think ABC is consistent with their 
faith, check out the encyclical H umanae Vitae by Pope Paul VI, 
or peruse over these scripture verses: Genesis 1 :28 and 9: 1. The 
ancient Jews took this mandate so seriously that if a husband did 
not have a child from his wife within 10 years of marriage, it 
was grounds for divorce. Also look up Genesis 38:8-10. If you 
think Onan was killed for violating the Lev irate law, check out 
the punishment for violating the Levirate law in Deuteronomy 
25:5-10. It certainly wasn't death. For general supporting 
evidence see Psalm 127:3-5 and in the New Testament, 1 
Timothy 2: 15. Finally, the one that sends chills up and down my 
spine in the New Testament is Luke 23:27-31. 
There is-an important distinction that I think needs to be 
made here. When I say that ABC is wrong and urge people not 
to use it, I do not mean that they have to have a child every time 
they have sex. That is another story all together. What I do mean 
is that ABC corrupts the sexual act and demeans it. to a selfish, 
perverted level. The act reserved for conceiving a new human 
being should be kept dignified and not be compromised. 
Do not mutilate yourselves with vasectomies or poison 
yourself with hormones. Why try to fix a perfectly functioning 
organ? You cannot improve it, but can only make it worse. 
Think about how beautiful children are. How they area natural 
expression of love between two people. 
When two people are united in love and are open to 
children, think about how they can also be physically united in 
a child. Think how that child is a combination of both of them, 
and is a product ·of, and thrives on, their love. Think how 
sacrifice for a child can bring a husband and wife closer 
together, and one day the child will be able to return their love. 
It's wonderful. I know . 
UCF needs to recognize that not everyone can play football 
A fter the World Cup soccer games, there have to be some people in the UCF athletic depart ment waking up in a state of shock. 
"What?" they might cry out with a mixture of shock and 
horror. "There are other sports besides football, and people -
even true Americans - ·go out to watch them?" 
Quick, someone fetch the smelling salts! It would be as 
if IBM .woke up one day and discovered that businesses were 
buying personal computers instead of mainframes. 
This leads us to some interesting questions. I say "us" 
instead of just the athletic department, because we all are 
sacrificing something for UCF sports via the athletic fee. 
Some of you may be giving up a nice dress, some of you 
may be giving up a keg party, and maybe a few of the single 
working parents out there are giving up something for their 
kids' birthdays. 
I'm not against giving money to the athletic department, 
but, like any taxpayer, I'd like to have a say in how my money 
is being spent 
The simplest way to decide how the money is spent is to 
divide it up by fan support. Using this formula, if football has 
90 percent of the fans, then football gets 90 percent of the 
athletic fee revenue. 
The unfortunate aspect of this funding formula is that all 
the other sports, even those with little gate revenue, are left 
fighting for a piece of the athletic-fee pie that is not sufficient 
for any of them. Another unfortunate aspect of this procedure 
is, if someone comes along who is really interested in enforc-
ing Title IX regulations, it is exceedingly difficult to cover up 
what you have been doing. 
This leads to the question of how athletic fees should be 
used at UCF. While it is tempting to jump in and argue for your 
favorite sport- be it soccer, baseball, track, wrestling, tennis 
or whatever - a quick look into the future makes us realize 
that this would just lead to the kind of infighting that would 
allow the athletic department to do whatever it wants with our 
money. 
Better questions might be: "What role does sports play 
in our society?" and "What role should UCF play in sports, 
recognizing that UCF has a commitment to both the individual 
and the community?" 
Just what role do sports play in our society? From a 
superficial viewpoint, they provide entertainment. So do 
television and movies. Sports also can provide a gathering 
point, a place for friends to gather and shoot the bull. Of 
course, so does the local pub. However, these are elements of 
sports, but not the crucial ones. The crucial elements of a sport . 
lie in what it can do for its participants and what they, in turn, 
can do for the community. 
First, for the individual participants, sports can provide 
a learning opportunity. Athletes get hard and difficult lessons 
in the relationship between efforts and results. Athletes are 
often bound together with other people they hardly know and 
are asked to think as one. If that isn't a lesson in teamwork, 
nothing is. 
Athletes are frequently forced into situations where 
they must instantly analyze a half-dozen choices and pick the 
best option while under pressure from an opponent, and then 
may be forced in the next half-second to choose again. This is 
excellent training for a fast-paced world which requires dedi-
cation, independence, self-motivation and determination. It is 
also why some successful coaches can command such large 
speaking fees in the business world. In short, the athlete 
benefits from playing the sport. 
A pretty strong argument can be made that academics 
does all the same things sports does, as long as it's two college-
educated people arguing with each other. 
What is very easily forgotten , though, is the fact that by 
virtue of being in college, you are, education-wise, in the top-
third of the population. Not everyone is going to be successful 
in academ,ics, but that does not mean he or she cannot or does 
not deserve to experience some success in life. Sports offer a 
way for som·e people to experience success and to learn 
valuable lessons. 
This second reason athletes benefit the community is 
for what they give back to it. Frequently, the people who are 
successful coaches creating positive experiences for the youth 
are former college athletes. 
I would make it a requirement of receiving a grant-in-
aid that all athletes must coach for at least a year. Even the ones 
who might resent it initially would find it to be a positive 
experience in the long run. Often, though, the person who has 
had the level of commitment to play college sports finds 
coaching a very gratifying experience, and in this way repays 
society for being supported through college. 
This brings us back to UCF sports. I'm not anti-football 
or Qasketball. If all of the kids in our communities were quick, 
strong boys weighing 200 pounds, I would be in favor of 
funding only football at UCF. If all the kids were six-feet, six-
inches tall or more, I would be in favor of funding just 
basketball. 
But, they' re not. Men and women in all shapes and sizes 
deserve to have the opportunities that come with playing the 
sport that is right for them, be it soccer, softball, wrestling, etc. 
And UCF, if truly committed to serving the community, 
needs to provide opportunities for as many athletes from as 
many different sports as they can - not by raising the athletic 
fee, but by recognizing the true and intrinsic value of sports. 
The Central Florida Future Classified July 13, 1994 
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N/S F to share 2 bdrm 2 bath on come Oakwood Village 
VCC Ln & Chickasaw 15 min to UCF, $99 1st months rent (selected apts) 
min to VCC. $250/mo+ 1/2 util. 774-0012 $35 each application 
i-------------t$99 depostt 
FINS· wanted to share brandnew Any size apartment!!!! 
luxurious hse. in Tuscawilla, 15min Call Oakwood now: 678-2987 
from campus. Own bedroom-share 
bath, W/D, Dishwasher. $300/mo, 2bd/2ba duplex w/screened porch,. 
$100 dep, spl. util., upperclassmen/ very close to campus, available 
grad student pref. Call 359-9714 Sept. 1, $525 plus $200 dep. 381-
leave ms 9228 
PRODUCTION MANAGER WANTED 
Person needed to work pit Tuesday mornings doing paste-
up. Mac exp. helpfull. Prior production exp. a real plus. Paid 
position. Contact Dave at 823-8054. 
d\t!~('-/fl/'4'1. 
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM~ 
YEAR-ROUND PART-TIME ~ 
.IOBS AVAILABLE AS ~), 
PACKAGE l 
Th~e po~tions~~g~~!~!ns and sem~ 
traders with packages weighing up to 100 lbs. (avg. weight is 20 lbs.I 
• Earn $7 /hr. while you stay in shape • 
•Tuition assistance after 30 days. 
• Work 3 to 5 hrs. a day. 
•Monday-Friday workweek. No weekends! 
• Work the shift that best fits your class schedule: 
2:30 am - 7:30 am or 5:30 pm - 10:30 pm 
• Opportunities for advancement into management with a 
$1 BILLION proven .leader in the small package delivery market 
and the fastest growing subsidiary of $4.2 Billion Roadway 
Services, Inc. 
EO/AAE 
Student Bargains 
_ Save more. It's been rented before. .. 
Sleeper & C~air Sets ................... from $199.99 
5-Pc. Dinette Sets .... · ... : ................ from $ 99.99 
3-Pc. Occational Tables ............ .from $ 59.99 
Full Bed Sets ........................... " ... from $ 59.99 
Hurry in to Cort anJ save 30-70% on pre-leased. brand name 
f urniturc. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings. 
'920 Semoran Boulevard [ nsA· ] 
)tore Hour.;: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.
11
----- -, 
Sat. IOa.m.-5 p.m. lUJ 
CORTe 
·. FURNITURE RENTAL 
''CLEARANCE CENTER 
• 
I' l1(PISTS 
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735 
Watter/waitress/hostess needed atthe 
Dragon Court restarant. Ask for Jackie 
at 359-1888. 
V WORDMASTERS 
SER l~E: Do _yo~ ne~d $$$$ for Typingandresumeservice.Since1986 
colle.ge · We will fi~d private s~ctor for all your student needs. IBM and 
funding for you. Give you a written laser equip. Same-day service avail. 
money back quarantee. Call 1-407- We've moved call for info 277-9600 223-8045 I • 
_Woodley Dudley, D.M.V. 
Birds, cats, doge;, reptiles and exotics. 
*Special rates for students, faculty and stair 
Mitchell Hammock Veterinary Clinic 
45 Alafaya Woods _Blvd. 
Oviedo, FL 32765 
2 1/2 mi. N. of campus in the World Gym shopping center 
(407) 366-7323 
\ 
• • • p1zzer1a 
282-0505 
Located across from U.C.F., 
next to the UC6 theaters 
We Deliver! 
Saturday and Sunday night 
5-lOpm 
$2.99 Pitchers 
® 
• 

Legendary saxophonist James Moody set the table for a splendid dining experience 
by SEAN PERRY 
Axis Editor 
Dimmed lights contrasted 
by only a few flickering candles 
and the fluorescent Pinkie Lee's 
sign that melted throughout the 
varied colors of the spectrum de-
fined the enchanting atmosphere. 
The dark and romantic set-
ting fell prey to the jazzy riffs of 
the legendary Jam es Moody, as he 
lit the place with a funky wave of 
classic saxophone accompanied 
by the basic trio of piano, drums 
and bass. 
Moody swung -through the 
forties and allowed the contem-
poraries due respect belting out a 
few modern sambas in a rare live 
performance. 
The restaurant rolled out the 
red carpet for the special guest 
and catered to its other guests as if 
accompanying royalty. 
As Moody tore through one 
of his many solos, the clock began 
to roll back as the brick walls 
scattered with portraits of jazz 
greats Miles Davis·, Dizzy 
Gillespie and Billie Holiday gave 
the chill of an underground jazz 
The Reverend Horton Heat 
Liquor in the Front 
(Sub Pop) 
Nice album title, huh? Try 
saying it a little slower and you'll 
get the Reverend's message. It sets 
the tone for the entire album. 
The Rev. Heat serves up his 
brand of the rock n' roll homily in a 
rare form that could only be de-
scribed as "punkabilly." It sounds 
more like The Stray Cats on speed, 
the themes from classic Western' s 
played at 78 rpms, or maybe the 8-
track background music at the local 
Mexican bar after it falls into the 
margarita mix and is crushed up on 
the blender's "heavy ice" setting. 
Kneel before the Reverend as 
he spins his sordid tales oflost love, "I 
lay around here, and just drink beer, 
since you've been gone." 
On "Baddest of Bad" his pas-
sion for Satan's nectar (liquor, beer 
and wine) or female masturbation is 
like David Allen Coe crossed with 
Luther Campbell. 
The Reverend also covers your 
mother's favorite oldies song, "In 
Your WildestDrearns" and then teams 
up with Ministry's Al Jourgensen on 
the next tune "Yeah Right." 
The gospel according to Rever-
end Horton Heat. Hallelujah! 
•Tom DiPaolo 
club on the back streets of Harlem 
in the roaring twenties. 
Of course, amid the glam-
our of the nostalgic atmosphere, 
combined with the generously 
not allow smoking inside. 
Though the clean and 
smoke-free environment gives 
everyone the opportunity to enjoy 
themselves without hindrance of 
photo/PERRY 
The dark, yet warm atmosphere of Pinkie Lee's .. 
clear acoustics of modern tech- others; the restaurant does not ne-
nology, one thing was not present. glect the guests that choose to 
Pinkie Lee's is one of the few enjoy a smoke with cocktails. Pin-
local nightclubs that offer a fes- kie Lee's has a we11 furnished,foll 
tiveatmosphere,anextensivewine service patio surrounding a water 
l~st and skilled servers, yet does fountain outside the restaurant. 
MU~IC REVIEW£ 
Arrested Development 
Zingalamaduni 
(Chrysalis) 
The clan is back, and along 
with the familiar faces of Arrested 
Development's entourage, is another 
groovy collection of funkadelic sam-
plings. This time, the band gives 
ode to the sounds that defined the 
decade of decadence, the 1970s. 
Many of the funk/ hip-hop 
groups of late have unsuccessfully 
been clinging to the funk masters of 
the '70s as their self-proclaimed in-
spirational heritage, and then at-
tempt to assimilate the sounds with 
that of African culture. 
Zingalamaduni puts an end to these 
embarrassments. 
Speech does tend to peak a bit 
too often, but the beats salvage the 
beaten-down sounds of the homeland 
- New York City, 1977. With a 
generous blend of culture on tunes like 
"Pride" and "Africa's Inside Me," the 
band demonstrates respect rather than 
revolt to the past and a sense of under-
standing of the oppression, of not only 
a society, but a sound that had been 
corralled into a stereotype. 
It is difficult to top the enriched 
soundoftheori.ginal,butthefollowup 
is a gift of sound and philosophy as 
well. 
•Sean Perry 
Mc 900 FT"'"~'",; 
MC 900 Ft. Jesus 
One Step Ahead of the Spider 
(American) 
It seems like the MC's latest 
release is as ever-changing as a traf-
fic light in downtown Manhattan 
during rush hour. Spider is prima-
rily a spoken word album, flavored 
with sounds of funk, hip hop, jazz, 
trance and the Middle East. 
The disk opens with the sound 
effects of thunder and rain accompa- , 
nied by sitar, then breaks into a rhythm 
that comes straight out of an old detec-
tive show. It makes you wonder when 
Jack Webb is going to say, "My name 
is Friday." The disc is riddled with the 
preoccupation of death and religious 
imagery, set to a dreamlike atmo-
sphere that one can't escape. The 
opener "New Moon" tells of a 
woman's obsession with speed, her 
tragic death and her account of the 
afterlife. ''Ifl Only HadaBrain" sounds 
like early Kraftwerk meets Roger. 
The psychedelic 60s meet the 
funkified 70sin ''Tip Toe Through the 
Inferno." Possibly one of the coolest 
tracks is the trancy yet completely 
Spanish "Gracias Pepe." 
This is definitely a mellow disk, 
so sit back with the kind herb and let 
MC 900 Ft Jesus take you into his 
world. 
• Tom DiPaolo 
The setting of the nightclub 
is unparalleled in its escape t~ the 
glory days of American jazz, and 
the restaurant falls nothing short 
of the finest service and Southern 
cooking in the Orlando area. 
The menu does tend to lean 
in favor of a more expensive din-
ner, yet is undeniably worth the 
expense and should be treated as a 
special engagement. Pinkie Lee's 
musical guests, such as Moody, 
are the most requested in the busi-
ness. The restaurant is fairly new 
and has ironed out all its kinks 
early. 
Whether a romantic evening 
or a swinging night out, Pinkie 
Lee's is one of the better times in 
town. 
Diana Ross 
Diana Extended 
(Motown) 
Yo' baby; I got a "Love 
Hangover" and I need the love 
doctor to give me some of yo' 
love medicine. Just joking. 
Diana is back, and as the 
title says, as well as the album 
cover shows, she is extended. I'm 
not sure how much influence she 
had on this album, or if they just 
had her pose for the seductive 
cover shot and then handed some 
of her old tracks over to a techno 
disc jockey and let him spin, but it 
somehow seems like her music is 
irieant to be blaring in the modern-
day discos. 
Familiar dance tracks like 
"Chain Reaction" and "Some Day 
We'll Be Together" make the transi-
tion from disco to techno flawlessly 
and probably didn't need much al-
tering. 
Of course, this sound leans 
heavily in favor of some of the 
stranger late-night discos, yet if you 
are like the Future's editor, Dave 
Bauer, and enjoy dancing around 
the bathroom naked while trying on 
different colored wigs, you'll dig 
tunes like "I'm Coming Out" and 
will love Diana's new extensions. 
•Sean Perry 
This Week 
LIVE 
(July 13-19) 
13 •FOREIGNER, 
DOOBIE BROTHERS, 
GARY HOEY 
(ARENA) 
14 •DANIELLE 
GASPARRO 
(DOWNTOWN 
JAZZ AND BLUES) 
15 •CANNIBAL 
CORPSE, CYNIC 
(THE EDGE) 
•PAULHOWARD 
(PINKIE LEE'S) 
16 •SCORPIONS 
(SUNDOME) 
17 •HOTEL 
CALIFORNIA 
(JANIE LANE'S) 
18 • CLUJ, SHOCK 
LIZARD 
(DOWNTOWN 
JAZZ AND BLUES) 
19 • YELLOWMAN 
(DOWNTOWN 
JAZZ AND BLUES) 
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JUST A THOUGHT 
SEAN PERRY 
Once again, due to financial 
restraints, Axis' weekly space has 
been rationed among the editors 
and their starving sections. The 
oplnion section, as it should, will 
, fill its belly as the rest of us go to 
bed hungry. It is just as well, 
though- the opinions of our apa-
thetic student body are the pri-
mary reason for this open forum 
of free press. At least it has been 
free press since being disbarred 
from campus, since using our con-
stitutional rights as individuals to 
establish objective points about 
our fair weathered president. 
Well, enough griping about 
the past. In an effort to manipulate 
the small amount of space avail-
able to my writers, a staff meeting 
was held to determine something 
that was sma11 enough to fit into 
the fine print of this respective 
publication. 
Initially we searched for the 
tiniest aspects of the local enter-
tainment industry, and after de-
ciding against printing a story 
about Dr. Hitt's private parts due 
to lack of taste and interest, we 
moved onto the bigger picture. 
So we spun around and around 
and around the Axis topic of the 
week, and as we slowed to a stop, 
the decision became clear. After 
offering detailed coverage of music 
and concerts, and having the Stone 
Temple Pilots show cancelled, we 
decided that we would focus our 
attention on the world of theater and 
its intricately designed plots and the 
execution of its definition. 
So we will portray Tom 
Hanks' new blockbuster and then 
attribute some space to the local 
group of Academy hopefuls. In other 
words, we staged this issue. 
16 000 Movies 
' AMERICAN VIDEO NETWORK 
The Largest, The Best With Over 
30,000 Movies Per Store 
·r--------, Free 1 
·Movie! 1 I Rent Two Movies al Regular Price and I 
\:
Receive one Movie Freel Please presen:Jt 
Coupon. Expires 7/30/94 '!-' ·_ ... _____ _ 
All Movies 2 for $3.00 Mon-Thurs. 
Extra Days Only 94¢ 
*Pinar Plaza 282-3666 
726 S. Goldenrod Rd. (Winn Dixie) 
*Klsslmmee Square 931-0005 
1355 E. Vine St (Comer of Vine & Michigan) 
*Goodlngs Plaza 774-9119 
1031 Montgomery Rd. (at 434) · 
*Apopka 862-4441 
3030 E. Semoran Blvd. (Hunt Club) 
*Conway Shopping Center 282-5555 
4400 A. Curry Ford Rd. (Next to Publix) 
*K-Mart Plaza 834-3666 
6813 Hwy. 17-92 (Fem Park) 
*Americana Plaza 857-0530 
2053 American Blvd. 
*Willow Creek Plaza 699-9119 
2285 Red Bug Lake Rd. (W. ofTuscawilla) 
*Westgate Shopping Center 294-4441 
2761 N. Hiawassee Rd. (at Silver Star) 
•university S4uare Plaza 657-8414 
7456 University Blvd. (Next to Winn Dixie) 
ARBOUR. VILLAGE APARTMENTS··· 
TI6CXJ MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333 
. STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS 
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES 
• Private Clubhouse • ·Breakfast bars 
• 2 pools & sauna · • 25 acres of wooded atmosphere 
• Complete fitness center • Generous closet space . ·· ' 
• Sand volleyball court • Window coverings 
• Lighted tennis court • Fully-equipped kitchens 
• Lighted basketball court • Minutes from UCF 
• 2 laundry facilities • Laser bus right to school 
• 24-hour emergency maintenance 
Directions: From University Blvd., 
tum right on Alafaya Trail, on the 
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), tum 
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left. 
OFFICE HOURS: 
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4; 
SUN.12-5 
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USED 
CD'S 
TRADE-IN 
CD'S 
WAXTREE 
·WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY 
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND 
STICKERS. THE EXTENSIVE SELECTION 
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S 
INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE, 
COUNTRY, B-LUES, JAZZ AND MORE. 
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR 
: TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES. 
WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF 
ALOMA AVE . & 436 IN THE SEMORAN 
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK. 
407-677-8897 
,MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SUNDAY 12-5 
take Kaplan and get 
a higHer score ... 
Class Starts July 30, 1994 
. -
More students take Kaplan's courses every 
year than any other test prep company's. 
Call us today to find out why. 
1-600-KAP-TEST 
KAPLAN 
The Answer to the test question 
Student Legal Services 
Problems With: 
•Landlords 
•Insurance 
•Contracts 
•Traffic Tickets 
Need: 
•A Will 
•A Name Change 
•Uncontested Dissolution 
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representative in cer-
tain legal areas for qualified UCF students. 
For ip.formation or an appointment 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the student center 
room 210 
Monday--Friday 8am-5pm 
Funded through Activity & Service Fee 
by the Student Government Association 
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UCF -students sow 
Wild Oats on stage 
Illustration/ Johnson 
by ANDI JOHNSON program manager. 
Staff writer So what is UC:f graduate 
Elizabeth Milloy' s job? 
The play Wild Oats, written "She says, 'shut up,"' Dale 
by James Mclure and directed by interjected, "Or sometimes, 
· Val Day, is a lively, fast paced com- 'shhhh."' 
edy, perfect for a large group of "Actually,I'massistantstage 
friends. The script encourages audi- · manager. Myjobisseeingthatback 
ence participation and interaction stage is run smoothly," Milloy ex-
with the characters. It is a mix be- plained. 
tween a cartoon, a Wild, Wild West "I'd like to pursue my stage 
episode, a Shakespeare play and a managing career. In five years, 
silent movie. It is fun and entertain- hopefully, I'll be doing what I want 
ing with villains and heroes galore. towithoutsacrificingmyself. I want 
Cathy Wagner, director of to be happy." 
deyelopment for the Orlando The- Her advice? "Stick, with it. 
atre Project, whom Kimberly Dale, Hard work will show in the end." 
prop master, jokes to spell her name Dale, a pre-law major, is prop 
G-0-D, said, "The most important master of Wild Oats. 
feature of the Orlando Theatre Project . ''I c_oll~tprops and make sure 
is that this is a professional theater they have them and don't break 
company. Unlike community the- them ... " she grimaced. "The most 
aters, we pay our actors. unusual prop for Wild Oats were the 
"Right now, our theater is a bit train tracks, because I had to build 
out of the way, but we will hopefully them myself." 
be moving to Dr. Phillips Center for Perhaps acting will give Dale 
the Performing Arts." that extra edge in her future career 
The addition of UCF student as a politician. 
Andrew Heller in the position of Heller did not forget his 
stage manager gave the production a friends from UCF when he landed 
boost. the job as production stage manager 
"He'soursuccessstory. He's with the Orlando Theatre Project. 
dealt well with actors of different "We needed a good crew and I had 
ages,attitudesandabilities,"shesaid worked with Elizabeth and Kim in 
Heller, a theater major and Cabaret. I remembered their hard 
blond Tarzan look alike, will gradu- work and professionalism." 
ate from UCF this summer. "I didn't "Being exposed to profes-
expect that I'd get my equity card so sional directors is very exciting. It's 
soon - it was real nice that I did. the best part." Heller said. "I'd ad-
Andi' d like to thank: Dr. NickRindali vise any actor to help out- volun-
who helped me out a lot." teer-:- whether it's as an usher or 
George Castells, a veritable back stage. Just to watch and be 
Keanu Reeves . - except Castells around and see different techniques 
has a brain and a sense of humor- and styles is invaluable." 
graduated from UCFinAugust 1993, · "This has been a very good 
had some advice for !hose with stars experience," Dale agreed, "and we 
in their eyes: "Just don't take it as a thank Cathy." 
joke. Take it seriously and it should Castells said, "It's the best. 
pay off." Castells' talents will be companythateverworkedwithus." 
displayed in the upcoming UCFpro- "I learned a lot," Milloy 
guction of Holy Ghost as equipment added. 
Gump a filmmaker's delight 
GUMP, from.page A-4 
pc1foction, . his accent and body 
language are clear and his por-
trayal of an idiot-savant is at once 
sad and heartwarming. Gump's 
friends; Jenny (Robin Wright), 
Lt. Dan (Gary Sinise) and Bubba, 
keep Gump's world genuine and 
full of emotion. Each perfor-
mance is essential and, like their 
characters. provide excellent sup-
port. 
The film's strength is that 
the script plays like a fantasy. Com-
bined with its colmfol and dream-
like settings, the film achieves a 
mood ofuplifting blissa.nddelight. 
To say Forrest Gump is en-
tertaining would be an insult. It is 
the most enjoyable film you' II sec 
this summer. You' II laugh insatia-
bly, you'll cry and, most of all. 
you· 11 have .fim. 
LASER G.RUNGE 
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Sports legends falling out of grace with frequency lately 
legeearly and they haven' ~etachieved 
the level of responsibility it talces to 
deal with agents, endorsements and 
multi-million dollar commitments. 
NATk?NALBbAT 
by JASON SWANCEY 
ever. 
Athletes being pushed into the 
spotlightis nothing new, but it is some-
thing that has become increasingly 
dangerous over the years. It's danger-
ous to both the public and the player. 
For the public, especially the youth, 
it's tough when they put their hopes 
and dreams in a player and that player 
let's them down. Ilris all comes back 
to the point, should athletes be role 
models? NO. 
The athletes themselves do gain 
instant fortune and fame when they 
sign the dotted line. But often the 
public forgets to think about all the 
additional responsibilities these young 
athletes are taking on as well. Many of 
these athletes are coming out of col-
TIME SUNDAY 
4:00 AM 
7:00 AM Record SheH 
7:55 AM 
8:00 AM ClubdelSol 
8:15 AM 
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10:00 AM 
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12:30 PM tM Emerald Isle 
1:00 PM The Indian Show · 
1:30 PM 
2:00 PM 
3:00 PM The Bluegrass Show 
4:00 PM 
5:00 PM 
5:51 PM 
6:00 PM Folk Sampler 
7:00 PM The Blues Show 
8:00 PM 
9:00 PM Reggae Reflections 
10:00 PM 
11:00 PM 
12:00 AM Knight Rock 
2:00 AM 
4:00 AM 
Then there's the special group 
of professional athletes that have re-
cently been failing with more fre-
quency than trees in the rain forest. 
These athletes are known as kids. 
We've already discussed the recent 
fall from grace of Dwight Gooden, 
who became a sports celebrity at the 
tender age of 19. He's a perfect ex-
ample of what happens when burden-
some expectations are laid upon your 
shoulders at an age when you're still 
supposed to be thinking about your 
college major. 
the court as a young teenager. She 
gained even more national promi-
nence when she managed to capture 
the gold medal in theSummerOlym-
pics at Barcelona in 1990. She was 
received offers from various corpo-
rations to be their representative for 
beaucoup bucks. They put their 
product in the hands of an untested 
young lady who never had the op-
portunity to live life. 
She never had a chance to be a 
teenager. Instead of passing notes at 
14 she was passing forehands , and 
suddenly her abnormal life became 
even stranger when the cash began to 
flow in after 1990.Itallcametoahead 
amistalce there's plenty of blame to go 
around. We need to look at the corpo-
rate sponsors, public, and parents as 
well as the athletes themselves. We 
also need to remember that these ath-
letes make rnistalces just like every-
body else. 
Another problem with the 
American public is how much trust 
they put in an image. They see a 
likable athlete on the TV screen and 
they suddenly think they know them. 
People tend to put faith in the image 
they see,ratherthanevencaring about 
what the actual person was like. Spon-
sors rarely care about the athlete ei-
ther, caring only about theimage por-
trayed. This brings us to the OJ. 
Simpson charade that's been played 
out in the court room and our living 
room for weeks now. 
People thought they knew OJ. 
through his sports, commercials and 
movies.Butfromrecentevidencewe've 
cometofindoutthatweneverknewthe 
abusive Simpson that his close family 
knew. YetrnanypeopleinLosAngeles 
felt compelled to root on Simpson from 
the side of the highway in his televised 
car chase. They were rooting for a 
fugitive simply because he was a fugi-
tive who use to be a great athlete. 
The list of fallen idols is a long 
one. In part because Americans seem 
to enjoy tearing down idols as much as 
Even the pure white tennis 
world was recently soiled when their 
young superstar Jennifer Capriati was 
busted in Miami for possession of 
marijuana as well as aiding arunaway. 
Capriati was on the pro-circuit at age 
14, and suddenly she was America's 
newest sweetheart of the court due to 
her tremendous game coupled with 
therecentretirementof Americanicon, 
they enjoy building them up. 
when Capriati got busted in Miami ,------- -----------------
DEANA'S SKIN ART STUDIO 
TATTOOS 
Licensed, Award Winning Individual expression 
because she tried to relive all the years 
she had missed in one fell swoop. She 
wanted to be accepted by people her 
own age by doing drugs, because she 
had already been accepted by the adult Female Artist Deana Lippens with a lifetime uarantee 
world. 
Chris Evert. 
Capriati held an entire 
nation's hopes every time she took 
A stem father also taught her to 
only gauge happiness by her winning 
percentage rather than what actually 
makes her genuinely happy. As you 
can see in both the Gooden and the 
Capriati cases, when an athlete makes 
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The OJ. Simpson saga con-
tinued and reached a resolution of 
sorts last week. The preliminary 
hearing was finalized and Judge 
Kathleen Kennedy-Powell ruled 
that there was sufficient evidence 
to try Simpson for the special cir-
cumstances double homicide. 
Simpson is set to be arraigned July 
22. It will probably beat least a few 
months before the actual trial gets 
underway, and the mystery enve-
lope submitted by the defense has 
yet to be opened. 
The World Cup picture be-
came somewhat clearer last week-
end. The final four teams advanced 
into the semi-final round. Sweden 
willmeetBrazil, anditaly will battle 
Bulgaria when the action resumes 
tonight. 
The college football impro-
prieties continued in the state of 
Florida. This time Florida State 
wasn't the lone villain. The Miami 
Hurricanes added their log to the 
fire in the form of starting QB 
Frank Costa. After partying 'till the 
wee hours of the morning, Costa 
justcouldn 't make it home without 
somedeliciou,simitation processed 
foods from Taco Bell. Costa struck 
the rear-end of the car in front of 
him in the drive-thru lane of Taco 
Bell. Costa tried to flee, but police 
caught him a couple ofblocks later. 
He failed the sobriety test with a 
blood alcohol level of .19, twice the 
legal limit Whether or not the ar-
rest will affect his status on the team 
has yet to be determined. 
After rumors of alleged im-
proprieties by Florida State's ath-
letic director Bob Goin, several 
Seminole's boosters are calling for 
Goin' s dismissal. FSU president 
Talbot D' Alemberte has received 
numerous calls from boosters who 
feel Goin is damaging the Semi-
noles program. Goin allegedly used 
his influence to have his house re-
roofed and to get his son a job. 
In _ba5eball, the Marlin's re-
lief pitcher Brian Harvey was lost 
for the season with an abdominal 
, injury. The homerun derby contin-
ued with a little less gas. Chicago's 
Frank ''The Big Hurt" Thomas is 
right on the heels of Ken Griffey Jr 
for the elusive 61 homer record. 
The strike in August will probably 
end any run at the record. 
Overtheweekend, the Expos 
overtooktheBravesforthenumber 
one spot in the NL E?st. 
In the world of boxing a 
tragedy of sorts took place last 
week. James "Buster" Douglas 
was hospitalized in a diabetic 
coma. Douglas' blood sugar level 
was 800; a normal level is around 
80. After getting lucky enough to 
beat an untrained Mike Tyson 
and picking up a huge pay check 
in a loss to Evander Holyfield, 
Douglas let his once-athletic body 
deteriorate into a bloated 450 
pounds of unattractive girth. 
That's all for this week, 
kids. 
lbe 0-Uons fall prey to the Cocoa Expos, 2-1 
D Former UCF goalie, 
Didier Menard, is 
enjoying life in the 
USISL with the Expos. 
by ANDREW VARNON 
Staff writer 
Amid the climax of World Cup 
USA '94, a contest of a slightly hum-
bler nature took place at Showalter 
Field in Winter Park as the Orlando 
Lions played host to their beach side 
rivals, the Co-
coa Expos, Fri-
day night. 
T h e 
Expos prevailed 
over the home 
team in what 
turned out to be 
a battle between 
former UCF 
goalkeepers, 
with Cocoa's 
Menard 
Didier Menard gave up one less than 
the Lions' Warren Russ. 
Menard, who was consistently 
among the conference. elite in the net 
for the UCF Knights last year, has held 
down the starting spot at Cocoa from 
the beginning of the season. In the 
meantime, the Expos have blazed their 
way to 12-1 mark after the 2-1 victory 
over the Lions. 
The Lions scored first on the 
Expos, despite being without two of 
their primary goal scorers, Sheldon 
Lee and Azis Essafi. It was Kirk 
Mackee who embarrassed Menard, 
chipping the ball over the onrushing 
goalkeeper on a break away in the first 
half. 
Menard, who was razzed af-
ter the game about the play, laughed 
it off, saying, "It was a great shot." 
"He had the same chance just 
before that," Menard explained. "I 
saved it, but I could see him cursing 
himself afterward. When he broke 
thi-ough again, I came out after him, 
but then I saw him put his head 
down and I said 'Damn,' because I 
knew what he was going to do. I 
startedbackpeddlingandhechipped 
it. I was saying, 'Hit the crossbar, hit 
the crossbar,' but it went in." 
He was able to laugh it off 
because his teammates came on to 
call the Lions' goal and raise them 
one. Richard Sharpe picked up the 
equalizer on a free kick that he bent 
withhisleftfootpasttheoutstretched 
hands of the Lions' Warren Russ. 
Then Russ muffed a ball in his box 
O!l a corner kicls .. The go-ahead goal 
was credited to the Expos' Dylan 
Lewis, l;mt Russ hung his head after-
wards, knowing that he could have 
made the save. 
The Lions gave the Expos a 
scare when John Garvey scored off 
a set play, but the referee had called 
for an indirect kick. Since Garvey's 
shot scored directly, without a sec-
ond touch, the referee called it back. 
Soon afterward, the Expos 
had a chance to knock in the icer 
when the Lions were call~d for their 
seventh foul, giving the Expos afree 
kick from the tip of the penalty arc. 
Russ stepped up and made the save, 
keeping it a one-goal game. The 
Lions were unable to tie it up, and 
the 2-1 score stood. 
Menard has enjoyed the of-
fensive support the Expos have given 
him, against the Lions and through-
out the season. It was a luxury he 
was not always afforded during his 
days in net for the Knights. His 
senior season was a disappointment 
asUCFlookedforaconsistentscorer 
to spark their offense but never re-
ally came up with one. 
Menard often ended up mak-
ing many saves for the Knights, but 
faced too many shots. The result 
was a losing season and as Menard 
perceived it, a bad reputation. 
"When I came here [to the 
Expos], I had to take my shots and 
earn my place. I didn't mind that, I 
expected it. But, it seemed that ev-
ery goalkeeper in the _country was 
calling up the team and saying, 'Hey, 
I hear you need a goalkeeper'." 
Menard no longer has to be 
looking over his shoulder. His posi-
tion on the Expos is fairly secure 
and the Expos are a team to watch. 
At 12-1, the Expos only loss was to 
the defending USISL champions, 
the Greensboro Dynamo. Menard 
looked up at the crowd at Showalter 
and said, "The fans at our place [in 
Cocoa] are.a bit more rabid." 
But Menard enjoys his 
newfound stature, however limited, 
playing in soccer'sequivalentofthe 
minor leagues. Signing his auto-
graph on the back of the shirt of a 
young fan, Menard looks just as 
thrilled as the kid, a big smile on his 
face as he puts the last stroke on his 
John Hancock. 
Maybe he has changed a few 
minds about coming from UCF. 
• •• 
WHAT'S UP IN · THE 
WORLD CUP: 
It's down to the final four at 
USA '94. The elder Baggio once 
again lifted the Italians, this time 
over Spain. It was the Baggio one-
two as Dino and Roberto scored for 
Italy in their 2-1 victory. They will 
play the upstart Bulgarians, who 
shocked Germany 2-1 on Sunday. 
Italy has the big names and the big 
tradition, but Bulgaria is a plucky 
team with some definite characters. 
Their star, Hristo Stoichkov, has 
been said to "wear two shoes, but he 
has only one foot." But his left foot 
has been enough to baffle goalkeep-
ers throughout the tournament, in-
cluding Bodo Illgner, who he beat 
on a direct kick for the equalizer. 
Going into this World Cup, the B ul-
garians had never won a World Cup 
match. 
In the other bracket, Brazil 
weathered the Dutch storm, 3-2. 
The Dutch finally showed some get-
up-and-go to come from two goals 
down to tie the game at two goals 
apiece, but Brazil's Branco - who 
came on for Leonardo, whose right 
elbow put America's Tab Ramos in 
the hospital - buried the Dutch 
hopes along with the free kick he 
knocked in the net. 
Brazil will get a rematch with 
Sweden, the only team to tie them in 
this tournament. Sweden looked 
anemic against Romania, waiting 
until the 79th minute to score, then 
giving up the tying goal in the 89th 
minute. The game went to penalty 
kicks, ending regulation at 2-2. 
Martin Dahlin will have to start 
missing posts to the inside if Swe-
den is to u~set Brazil. 
Final World Cup coverage 
next week with Andrew. 
Orlando Magic ·evaluate talent in a earty camp 
by JASON SWANCEY 
Sports editor 
The Orlando Magic began their 
1994 Free Agent/Rookie Camp this 
past Monday with a bang and a break. 
The Magic's 31st pick, Rodney 
Dent, confirmed that he had broken 
his foot while back home in Dallas. 
He said he was playing in a pickup 
game when he landed on someone's 
foot and felt the pain, but never 
thought it was anything major. Over 
the next two weeks it got progres-
sively worse as he had traveled to 
Lexington, Kentucky to train w~th 
his former team and get in shape for 
the mini-camp. 
Dent, a power forward, be-
lieves he'll be back with the Magic 
sometime in early October. It was a 
tough setback for a young man with 
a lot of potential. 
"I was just 100 percent over 
my knee injury, and then this hap-
pens. It's definitely tough to deal 
with right now," Dent said. 
There were, however, many 
bright spots for the Magic through-
out the day. Their 27th selection was 
in camp and knocking down three-
_pointers. Brooks Thompson, the 6-4 
guard from Oklahoma State, has 
come to camp early, which is some-
thing few past selections have opted 
to do. 
Their last two picks were 
Anfernee Hardaway and Shaquille 
O' Neal, and Thompson admits 
that he's neither at their level nor 
can he afford to miss e·arly camp. 
"Those guys were number 
one selections, I realize that I need 
to get in here and work out to earn 
my spot on this team," said Th~ 
ompson. "And that's what I plan 
on doing." 
- There are 18 players in camp, 
from Central Oklahoma (Johnny 
Tyson) all the way to Central Ar-
kansas (Derell Washington). Some 
of these players have kicked around 
in Europe, some have been in the 
CBA, and others are free agents 
just out of college. 
The one thing they all share 
is determination and a drive to 
make it in the NBA. 
Some of the more well-
known names on this year's roster 
·are the Magic's own Anthony 
A vent and Keith Tower. Marcus 
Webb, formerly of the Boston 
Celtics (1992-93), is also trying to 
earn a roster spot. 
Former University of Con-
necticut star and New Jersey Nets 
first round pick (22) in the 1990 
NBA Draft, Tate George, is fight-
ing for a spot with the Magic as 
well. 
The camp concluded with 
three five-man teams rotating and 
playing full court basketball. Then 
Marcus Stokes hit a free throw to 
end the session. Finally, there was 
a sign of unity as all 18 men 
huddled ·and held up their fists. 
The same men that were just 
tossing each other around only a 
few minutes before became one. 
ROSE/ Future 
Former Huskies standout Tate George (11) was a part of the 
Magic's three-day 1994 Free Agent/Rookie Camp this week. 
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